Iraq threatens U.S. base in Turkey

By Lesa Rurko

ANKARA, Iraq - Iraq threatened to attack a Turkish base near Turkish soil if U.S. warplanes along with other U.S. forces stay in this region - if the U.S. base was not closed, Mrs. Saddam Hussein said Monday.

Saddam Hussein's threat, coming in an interview with CNN in his Baghdad residence, marked the first time in years that Iraq has threatened a U.S. base based in Turkey. In southern Iraq, there have been almost daily Iraq defense strikes after being propped by Iraqi defenses while patrolling the "flyby" zone over the southern part of the country.

Mrs. Saddam Hussein, who claimed that reports of her being dead is "just part of the propaganda," said she was willing to meet with the opponents of her son, President Saddam Hussein, and "once the occupation of Iraq is finished, it will be up to the Lebanese to decide on what to do with him." It is believed that he is in hiding in Lebanon.

By Mark Kesselring

IRAQ: Saddam Hussein on Monday threatened to attack a Turkish military base near Turkey if U.S. forces stayed in the region, in a significant move toward escalating tensions over the American military's presence in the region.

In a televised interview with CNN, Hussein said that he would retaliate against the United States if it continued to use Turkish soil for military purposes. Hussein has been issuing a series of threats in recent weeks, suggesting that his regime is preparing for a major conflict.

Hussein's threat follows a series of incidents involving the United States and its allies in the region. Last week, the United States launched a series of air strikes against Iraqi military targets, prompting a round of international condemnation.

The United States has been using the Turkish base as a staging area for its military operations in the region, providing a strategic foothold against the threat from Saddam Hussein. However, the move has been controversial, with many in Turkey expressing concern about the impact on relations with their government.

In a statement, the Turkish government said it would continue to support the United States in its efforts to maintain stability in the region, but it also expressed concern about the long-term implications of the conflict. The Turkish government said it would continue to monitor the situation closely.
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Tuesday, February 16, 1999

GEMINI (May 21-June 21): Look for new opportunities at work. You may be making some important connections that will benefit you in the future. Be on the lookout for new projects or assignments that offer challenges and growth opportunities.

CANCER (June 22-July 21): Your energy levels are high today, and you're ready to take on any challenge. Focus on your career goals and make progress towards achieving them.

LEO (July 22-Aug. 21): Opportunities are opening up for you in the areas of your horoscope. You may see new projects or assignments that offer challenges and growth opportunities. Be open to new possibilities and take action to pursue them.

VIRGO (Aug. 22-Sept. 22): Expect to receive a little push from someone who knows you well. This could be a helpful reminder to remind you of your strengths and capabilities. Use this energy to boost your confidence and take action.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Your energy levels are high today, and you're ready to take on any challenge. Focus on your career goals and make progress towards achieving them.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23-Dec. 21): Life is full of surprises today, and you may be making some important connections that will benefit you in the future. Be on the lookout for new projects or assignments that offer challenges and growth opportunities.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19): You may meet a new person who knows you well. This could be a helpful reminder to remind you of your strengths and capabilities. Use this energy to boost your confidence and take action.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18): Your energy levels are high today, and you're ready to take on any challenge. Focus on your career goals and make progress towards achieving them.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): Discouraged by your present situation, you may be making some important connections that will benefit you in the future. Be open to new possibilities and take action to pursue them.

For more information on the above horoscopes, please visit: http://www.astro.com
UNION LEAFLETS

Unions meet tied their hands and taped their mouths during a rally about contract negotiations.

By Mike Elsberry

With hospital security officers on strike, and a group of nurses Altınian at the University of Iowa and Iowa City Hospitals, the union is saying its support for a strike.

In the wake of the union's strike action, several union members gathered at security setup meetings to talk about the issue. The rally was held in the middle of the day.

"One union member said it was a tough situation because they had been locked out for a week. They are trying to get back into the hospital."
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Monicagate may have weakened presidency

Some scholars claim that the damage to the Democratic power source is not a natural shift away from imperial presidency.

---

Greeks hold sway at Dartmouth

The Clinton administration was always vulnerable to its willingness to alienate those illegal choices due to the removal of possible success.

---

Monicagate, ex-Nixon aide, helps birtherism is dead at 73

As a former aide who helped build the birther movement, John Dowd was considered a key figure.

---

N.Y.P.D. blues — 1000s mourn victim

Dozens of people attended a vigil for the victim, who was a police officer.

---

Thinking globally, speaking locally.

Hillary Charlesworth
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A horse carrying the body of Anthony Diallo is surrounded by reporters as it makes its way from the New York City coroner's office to the hearse at the Howard University Hospital.
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The school newspaper's poll shows 81 percent of students support single-sex fraternities and sororities.
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Serbs won’t accept NATO troops in Kosovo

The Serbian president indicates that the republic is willing to accept self-rule for the Albanian minority.

By Diana Shipman

PARIS - Serbia is in danger of being left behind as 1,500 NATO troops police a border area that is the heart of the Kosovo conflict, Serbian President Slobodan Milosevic warned Monday.

For his part, U.S. Secretary of State Madeleine Albright said Kosovo's future is now in the hands of the United Nations Security Council and the international community.

A police officer patrols the part of the Common House where a delegation of ambassadors and United Nations observers from the Security Council met Monday after 24 hours of negotiations that ended with a formula for elections.

A close-up of Matthew Scott's surgery as he is being operated on at Johns Hopkins Hospital. (Associated Press) Madeleine Albright berated the Serbian president for a peace plan granting them virtual self-rule.

By Bruce Bierman

WASHINGTON - With only two days left before the peace talks are to end, the two sides were still a long way apart, the Associated Press has learned.

Both sides agreed Monday that the integration of recently purchased Reno Air pilots into American's own would be a "titanic struggle" to complete, one Republican aide said.

American Airlines, pilot negotiations resume

DALLAS (AP) - Hotter than usual winds are moving in from the west of Paris, Monday. It's from all over the United States.

The head of the Serbian delegation Nadje Vucic, right, waits in the part of the Common House in Ramsau where talks resumed Monday after 24 hours of negotiations that ended with a formula for elections.

Aides predict first lady will run in 1999

WASHINGTON - It's a long shot, but it's not unheard of, remarks a White House official. She says she'll run if the Ford White House rules out a return.

By Peter baker

WASHINGTON - First lady Hillary Rodham Clinton's backers are considering a return to the White House, an official familiar with the plans said Monday.

Rodham Clinton's backers are considering a return to the White House, an official familiar with the plans said Monday.
 principal lehmann still a pal

thank you to the iowa city daily iowan staff for allowing iowa lehmann to return to his job as general editor at lutheran educational foods.

i have been interested in the work of iowa lehmann and his colleagues for some time. i was aware of their commitment to the cause of the christian social gospel, but i was not aware of their involvement in the issue of rape until recently.

i have read with interest the articles in the iowan that have focused on the problem of rape. i have been struck by the depth and breadth of the work that iowa lehmann and his colleagues have done on this issue.

the iowan has recently run a series of articles on rape, starting with "the horror of rape," in which iowa lehmann and his colleagues discuss the realities of rape and the need for action to prevent it.

this is a very important issue. we must all do our part to prevent rape and support survivors.

iowa lehmann and his colleagues have been working in this area for many years. they have written many articles and given numerous presentations on the issue. i have benefited greatly from their work.

i wish iowa lehmann and his colleagues well and encourage others to read their work.

iowa lehmann

principal lehmann still a pal
Chinese New Year comes hoppity-hopping into town

NEW YEAR

Continued from Page 1A

In Iowa because few Americans observe the holiday, "the Chinese are very different," said UI professor Bruce Ting. "I've never seen a currency system that exists in the Chinese calendar, if your parents are from China. I've never been in a currency system where anyone was relying on anyone's aptitude to make money." After the accident was reported, the library staff immediately notified the police, who said the incident had been reported until the next day. "I don't think people wake up in the morning and say 'The police are going to make sure that the library isn't broken into,"" said a library worker from the Iowa City Public Library. "We're making sure that people won't come in and go in the library." The police were called to the scene, and officers were able to immediately identify the perpetrator. "If we were ever to be broken into," said the library worker, "we would be very sad but we would also be very happy." The police say they will be investigating the incident further and providing updates as the investigation progresses.

LIBRARY

Continued from Page 1A

Your peers were changed with a new student organization, the Chicago chapter, last calendar year, Pete said. "I don't think people wake up in the morning and say 'The police are going to make sure that the library isn't broken into,"" said a library worker from the Iowa City Public Library. "We're making sure that people won't come in and go in the library." The police were called to the scene, and officers were able to immediately identify the perpetrator. "If we were ever to be broken into," said the library worker, "we would be very sad but we would also be very happy." The police say they will be investigating the incident further and providing updates as the investigation progresses.

Officers catch deliberate library slander

Continued from Page 1A

"The police say they will be investigating the incident further and providing updates as the investigation progresses." The police were called to the scene, and officers were able to immediately identify the perpetrator. "If we were ever to be broken into," said the library worker, "we would be very sad but we would also be very happy." The police say they will be investigating the incident further and providing updates as the investigation progresses.

Regents come out against tuition reciprocity

TUITION
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The police were called to the scene, and officers were able to immediately identify the perpetrator. "If we were ever to be broken into," said the library worker, "we would be very sad but we would also be very happy." The police say they will be investigating the incident further and providing updates as the investigation progresses.

Unfunded scholarships anger 'winning' students

SCHOLARSHIPS
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There was evidence that the Minnesotans go to Wisconsin, the other way around," he said. "But we still learn from the experience that they want to learn from us." The police say they will be investigating the incident further and providing updates as the investigation progresses.
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Japanese, Scottish percussion collide

Pro Music Nipponia & Evelyn Glennie will perform tonight at "Pro Music Nipponia," an international Japanese stringed instrument ensemble which formed in 1964 to perform traditional Japanese stringed instruments such as the odaiko, shamisen, biwa, wind instruments and koto. The class will be scheduled to more modern music and percussion instruments, but they are primarily devoted to the music world.

Glennie and the ensemble have together "charted" a unique path in the music world. Glennie is quite an amazing free spirit in the music world. She's been dual since she was 12. Though that wouldn't change Glennie's approach to music, she does realize the impact of her style on her music. "I spend three years at the Royal Academy of Music in London, and I played in the orchestra... but by the time I was 16, I had decided I wanted to be the rebellion of it all," Glennie said.

At the Royal Academy of Music, Glennie played only music composed by the school's highest binary student. If any recordings on the RCA label have been underwrite, Glennie was appointed. "I think you can have a great performance," Glennie said. "I will personally supervise the new music."

The musicians in Pro Music Nipponia wear traditional Japanese drums and play traditional Japanese instruments, as well."You've wanted to go more modern music and percussion instruments," Glennie said.

Doonesbury

Hearty non pregnant unmarried females between the ages of 16 to 23 are invited to participate in a up to 3 year study (up to 9 visits). The research will compare a study approved HPV 16 vaccine to placebo to determine if the vaccine will prevent HPV infection. Participants must agree to use an effective birth control method through month 7 of the study.

STUDY SITE

For more information on how you can participate, call: 353-6706 & 356-2539
1-888-884-8946 (between 9 a.m. and 5 p.m.)

The Daily Iowan
Iowa City's Morning Newspaper
For home delivery phone 335-5782
PACKERS’ MINISTER OF DEFENSE OFFICIALLY CALLS IT A CAREER

By Jim Carbone

Derek Rose has set his sights beyond playing pro football.

Former All-Big Ten center Derek Rose is trading in his shoulder pads, football sheets and helmet for a three-piece suit, a tie and a new career.

Despite being regarded as one of the top offensive line prospects in the country, the two-time all-conference tackle for the Packers will enter the NBA as a draft prospect.

“I had a conversation with my decision,” said Rose, who graduated in December. “I’m moving on. It’s what I’ve been preparing for, and I’m not in a hurry. I’m just going to take it slow.”

Rose was released as the No. 3 center in the pre-draft NFL Scouting Combine entering the 2008 season, and many experts believe he would be selected in the first round.

“The Packers are going to do great,” Rose said. “But after each, what is important is to move on. And football, and professional football, doesn’t do much for your health.”

It’s a chance for a person, for me to start, said Rose, who broke his left ankle in the NFL combine last February.

“Rose’s father, Ron, said he is unable to be in a uniform, but Rose said he is not far removed.

“Rose said with greatest following I’ve ever had my career. With the hope of playing professional football. When I’m on the field, Rose said he was surprised by the weight.

“Rose, who weighs close to 300 pounds, was told by his family to go to 315 pounds, but he said he was able to play at 317 pounds. “It’s not healthy for me to be weighed," Rose said. "It is important because you do what you can every day to stay in shape.”

Rose’s mother, Linda, said she was not surprised with both parents in a great deal. The future during the 50 season,
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McGwire, O'Meara and Holdsworth win multiple ESPYs

By Jeff Goodman

NEW YORK — Mark McGwire of the Oakland Athletics took MVP honors for the American League on Wednesday night, winning three ESPYs for baseball’s most valuable player. McGwire was one of the biggest stories of the year in baseball, and the award was well deserved.

Ronald Oscar Floyd

Ronald Oscar Floyd was a key player for the Chicago Bears this season, helping them win their first Super Bowl championship. He was honored with the Chuck Bednarik Award for outstanding achievement in the sport of football.

The Chicago Bears also announced that Deacon Jones had signed a contract extension, keeping him with the team for another three years. Jones has been a key player for the Bears since his trade from the Los Angeles Rams in 1971.

SIOUX FALLS SKYFORCE
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Tiger Woods is back on the right track after winning the Buick Invitational

By Ronan Whelan

TIGER WOODS had been a white lion since Woods stood on the green at last year’s Buick Invitational, two arms raised in victory, the hottest player in the world.

Unfortunately for Ricky Rudd, who had pressure on him.

Woods’ golf swing is one of the most famous in the world, but it’s not just his swing that makes him so special. His determination and focus are second to none.

As he took each excruciating step, he was driven by the thought of what he could achieve. He was not going to let the pressure get to him.

He began working with Bill Haas, trying to find the perfect combination of swing and technique. He practiced for hours on end, experimenting with different positions and weights.

The two-time defending Winston Cup champion was determined to come back stronger than ever.

He knew from experience that pressure is a part of the game, and he had the determination to rise above it.
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WE ARE CURRENTLY ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS FOR GROUNDS BUILDING MANAGEMENT. Positions include: Groundskeeper, Assistant Groundskeeper, and Maintenance Worker. Positions are available at the University of Iowa Hospitals and Clinics, Iowa City, and payment is $15-$25 per hour. Application deadline is February 15, 1999. For more information, contact Human Resources at (319) 337-4111 or visit the University of Iowa Hospitals and Clinics website at www.uhc.uiowa.edu.

THINK CLASSIFIEDS

WE SEEK a full-time or part-time, on-call, Residential Assistant for a Drug-Free Community in the area of University of Iowa Hospitals and Clinics. The position involves working with individuals who have a drug or alcohol problem. Duties include providing support and guidance, facilitating groups, and implementing treatment plans. Applicants must have a high school diploma or GED and be willing to work evenings, weekends, and holidays. Pay is $10-$12 per hour. For more information, contact Human Resources at (319) 337-4111 or visit the University of Iowa Hospitals and Clinics website at www.uhc.uiowa.edu.

HELP WANTED

THREE UNIVERSITIES IN IOWA SEEK COLLEGE STUDENTS TO WORK AS MAIL CARRIERS. Positions are available at the University of Iowa, Iowa State University, and the University of Northern Iowa. Duties include delivering mail to dormitories and other residential areas. Applicants must be available during the fall and spring semesters and be willing to work evenings and weekends. Pay is $7-$9 per hour. For more information, contact Human Resources at (319) 337-4111 or visit the University of Iowa Hospitals and Clinics website at www.uhc.uiowa.edu.

Help Wanted

Security Coordinator

Security Coordinator needed at the University of Iowa Hospitals and Clinics. The position is responsible for ensuring the safety and security of patients, staff, and visitors. Duties include monitoring security cameras, providing escorts, and responding to emergency situations. Applicants must have a high school diploma or GED and be willing to work evenings, weekends, and holidays. Pay is $15-$20 per hour. For more information, contact Human Resources at (319) 337-4111 or visit the University of Iowa Hospitals and Clinics website at www.uhc.uiowa.edu.

APAC Collection Services

Student Mail Carrier Needed

SECURITY Guard
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Looking For A SUMMER JOB?! 

Attend the Summer Employment Fair
Tuesday, February 16, 1999
10:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.
Main Lounge, IMU

Over 140 local, regional and national employers with 
summer employment or internship opportunities 
will attend the fair. Students requiring special 
accommodations should call 335-1385.
**SPOTS**

**HILL’S 31 NOT ENOUGH FOR PISTONS**

New York (AP) — The New York Knicks had 31 points, but didn’t allow any of the other New Jersey Nets to score in the game.

Hill scored 31 points Monday in his only trip to the Garden this season.

The Nets fell to 9-34 on the season.
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New York (AP) — The New York Knicks had 31 points, but didn’t allow any of the other New Jersey Nets to score in the game.

Hill scored 31 points Monday in his only trip to the Garden this season.

The Nets fell to 9-34 on the season.

**VITAL STATISTICS**

For the Nets: Hill had 31 points, 14 rebounds and seven assists.

For the Knicks: St John 12 and Charlie Ward had 13 points each.

**MIL MONTUP**

Lightning come from behind to tie Islanders

Uniondale, N.Y. (AP) — After the game had been settled and the Islanders had scored with 3:01 left, the New York Islanders scored with 0:39 left to tie the game.

The Islanders come from behind to tie the Lightning 3-3.
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